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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 

We are pleased to respond to the Committee's request for 

GAO comments on the increased emphasis which is now occurring 

on improving procurement practices throughout the executive 

branch and particularly in the Department of Defense (DOD). 

The major reason for this unusual emphasis is P.L. 96-83, 

which originated in this Committee and laid out a 2-year require- 

ment for the Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OF?P) to 

develop a Uniform Procurement System (UPS) and statutory proposals 

to implement this system. 

This Act, which was enacted in 1979, was a further result of 

the excellent work of the Commission on Government Procurement 

(COGP) which completed its report in 1972. That Commission 

spotlighted the proliferation of procurement statutes--then 

estimated at 4,dOO--as one of the key problems, resulting in 

inconsistencies among Federal agencies and a profusion of regula- 

tions, clauses, forms, and practices which prove costly and 

frustrating to firms who contract with the Government. 

At your request, we have been monitoring the work of OFPP 

which, in accordance with P.L. 96-83, must render its major 

report to the Congress this October. We are impressed with the 

efficient manner in which this mammoth effort is being conducted. 

By October you should receive significant plans and recommenda- 

tions for review-- providing all agencies continue to work with 

OFPP in meeting this very tight deadline. 
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We have also had an opportunity, recently, to learn of 

the new initiatives in acquisition reform which have been 

instituted by Secretary Weinberger and Deputy Secretary Carlucci 

during their short time in office. On April 30 they published a 

directive containing 31 decisions on ways to improve the 

acquisition process. This is a commendable start toward attack- 

ing long-standing procurement problems, although it needs to give 

more stress to enhancing competition. We will monitor its 

progress closely; and be especially alert to its relationship 

to the Government-wide reforms being developed by UFPP in ac- 

cordance with P.L. 96-83. 

MATTERS OF IHMEDLATE CONCEPN 
TO TBE COMMITTEE 

It is in the light of this background that we are reporting 

to you today. You asked that we examine certain provisions which 

appear in the FY 1982 Defense Authorization Bills of the House 

and Senate,' to determine whether they are matters on which OFPP 

should be expected to make recommendations to the Congress for 

Government-wide improvements. If so, their inclusion in statutes 

applying only to DOD may increase the proliferation of procure- 

ment laws and regulations and militate against successful 

completion 0, q OFPP's efforts to develop the most efficient and 

effective statute and regulations for the Government as a whole. 
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The remainder of this statement addressesfive sections 

that appear in one or both of these bills: 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

Procurement of automatic data processing equipment, 
Section 907 of S. 815. 

Requirements relating to the awarding of sole 
source contracts, Section 908 of S. 815. 

Increases in dollar thresholds for certain contract 
regulations, Section 903 of H.R. 3519. 

Restrictions on contracting out of commercial and 
industrial-type functions, Section 602 of H.R. 3519. 

Authorization of multi-year contracting, Section 905 
of s. 815 and Section 909 of H.R. 3519. 

A. PROCUREMENT OF AUTCMATIC 
DATA PRCXESSI NC; EQUIPMENT 
(Sec. 907 of S. 815) 

Section 907 of S. 815 would remove from the requirements 

of the Brooks Act (P.L. 89-306) the procurement of ADP equipment 

or services by the Department of Defense for five purposes. A 

primary justification for this revision, cited in the Senate 

report, is the failures of the North American Air Defense Command's 

(NORAD) attack warning system. 

Acting Comptroller General Socolar testified before you on 

May 19, 1981, regarding GAO's reviews of these failures, stating 

that the "problems plaguing the NORAD computer system are not in 

any way related to the policies, directives, or procedures of 

implementing the Brooks Act requirements applicable to the pro- 

curement of computers... The problems experienced by NORAD in its 
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development program are primarily attributable to poor 

and poor management and the attempt to force-fit user 

requirements to a particular type of equipment." 

Mr. Socolar went on to say that problems of planning and 

management have been documented in over 100 GAO reports on DOD's 

ADP procurement since 1965, and that it would be inappropriate, 

in our view, to issue a blanket Delegation of Procurement 

Authority for NORAD, or any other command in the World Wide 

Military Command and Control System. 

We further believe that AD P acquisition policies and 

procedures should be considered along with the unified procure- 

ment statute being developed by OFP?. Hence any legislation 

dealing with this matter at this time would be premature. 

B. EzFI;IUIREMEXTS RELATING TO THE AWARDING 
OF SOLE SOURCE CONTRACTS 
(Sec. 908 of S. 815) 

This amendment to S. 815 has the worthy objective of en- 

hancing competition, to provide needed savings, by reducing sole 

source awards. It would require a 30-day public notice prior to 

award, with certain exceptions, of sole source contracts 

involving amounts in excess of $100,000 --and consideration of any 

offers received as a result of that notice. 

However, this worthy objective also has Government-wide 

application and deals with one of the key recommendations in the 

COGP report which states that "... sole source procurements should 
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be used only v.-hen fomai adverzisin; or other competiti;-e 

procedures caxzot be utilized, and in suck classes of ?;rocurr- 

xents as determined bv the 07TP..." !A-6.) 2 e 2 c e this is a 

ziatcer of importance to OFPP's formulati~ of t'r-e C?'s. 

Furthermore, the provision which aF?ears in S. 815 

Betaiis 16 exceptions from the recuiremsnt t2 auSlic,i.zt, - 
. . 

?roposec! sole source awards. It is our 0~:12lon Cat these 

exceptions need assessment by OFPP since several would broaden 

existing practice and thus tend to encourage sole source pro- 

curement, which is just the opposite of the result being 

sought. For example, it is provided that non-competitive 
. , 

follow-on procurements to earlier price or design competltlon 

need not be considered as sole source. It is true that there are 

instances where large weapon systems involve such substantial 

initial investment in plantandequipment by the winning con- 

tractor as to make it impractical*to conduct competitive re- 

procurement --at least at frequent intervals. But there are 

numerous services, supplies, parts, and components where com- 

petitive opportunities exist and should be offered to other 

qualified suppliers, includina small.buslness firms. - 

This section needs careful assessment and revision my OPPP. 

We do not see any need to alter existing law just for DOD when 

*and prohibitive from a cost point of view. 
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in October the Congress will be receiving OFPP*s report on 

matters of Government-wide application. 

c. INCREASES IN DOLLAR TH,RESHOLDS 
FOR CERTAIN CONTRACT REGULATIONS 
(Sec. 903 of H.R. 3519) 

This section is closely related (1) to recommendations of 

the COGP in 1972, (2) to a recent GAO report to OFPP on small 

purchases, and (3) to the decisions of Deputy Secretary Carlucci 

on ways to simplify the procurement process. 

The provisions in H.R. 3519 would: 

--Raise the $10,000 limit for small purchases 
(thus permitting the use of simplified 
purchasing procedures) to $25,000. 

--Raisethe threshold established in the Truth 
In Negotiations Act from $100,000 to $500,000. 
This is the level above which contractors must 
be required to certify that cost and pricing 
data submitted in connection with negotiated 
contracts is current, accurate, and complete. 

--Raise the statutory threshold for Service 
Secretary review of Determination and Findings 
for researchanddevelopment contracts from 
$100,000 to $5 million. 

Deputy Secretary Carlucci, in each of these cases, approved 

them as recommendations to OMB/OFPP for approval and the 

initiation of appropriate statutory change. Hence it would appear 

that the inclusion of such matters in a statute before they have 

received appropriate review by OMB/OFPP is premature. 

Furthermore, the small purchases ceiling is a matter of 

importance Government-wide, and any change in the ceiling should 
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be based on that level which will prove most effective and 

efficientfcrall agencies. The COGP recommended that OFPP 

be authorized to review and change this ceiling from time to 

time, when the increased cost of labor and materials warranted. 

GAO in its report to OFPP dated September 26, 1980, recommended 

that OFPP submit legislation to the Congress fo establish the 

small purchase threshold "as the minimum threshold for all... 

social and economic programs applied to the procurement 

process." GAO also recommended that the legislation "raise the 

small purchase threshold to a level consistent tiith the in- 

flationary trend which has occurred since it was established at 

$10,000 in 1974.' In the light of these proposals we feel tiat 

OFPP should formulate Government-wide policies for consideration 

by the Congress and that separate action for DOD alone is not 

appropriate. 

With respect to the other two thresholds, we also feel that 

OFPP should have overall policy leadership. The lifting of the 

threshold for the Truth-In-Negotiations Act appears to us to be 

very dubious, since contracting officers now have a great deal 

of latitude in deciding which contractor submissions must be 

audited. (Impact on audit workload had been cited as the reason 

for raising this threshold.} Thus, this matter appears to need 

further study by OFPP. 

The threshold for R&D Determination and Findings (now 

$100,000) simply sets the level below which a Service Secretary 
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can delegate approval by a subordinate to depart from formal 

advertising. The Deputy Secretary's proposal would permit 

delegation up to $1 million, whereas the language in H.R. 3519 

raises the level to $5 million--SO times greater than the 

present level. We do not know the reason for this difference. 

The matter is of even greater concern, however, if the 

implication is that such D&Fs could be misused, as they have 

on occasion in the past, to justify sole source procurement 

instead of simply authorizing an exception to formal advertising. 

These appear to be compelling reasons for referring these 

matters to OMB/OFPP as Deputy Secretary Carlucci has proposed. 

D. ~STRICTION ON CONTRACTING OUT OF 
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL TYPE 
FUNCTIONS (Sec. 602 of H.R. 3519) 

This provision would permit the contracting out of commercial 

or industrial type functions to private contractors only_ if the 

military commander of the major operating command certifies that 

this "would not have a significant adverse effect on the 

mobilization or emergency contingency missions assigned to that 

command or on the anticipated requirement of that command in 

time of war." 

While we do not disagree with protecting military readiness, 
. . 

we think that the basic problem as reported by the Commission on 

Government Procurement (and repeated in our report to the Congress 

dated September 25, 1978) is the need for endorsement by the 

Congress of a national policy of reliance on private entemrise 
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to the maximum feasible extent, consistent with the national 

interest and with procurement at reasonable prices. 

The Congress has not yet enacted such a declaration of 

policy and this remains one of the statutory changes which 

OFPP should consider in its proposals to the Congress. The 

language in 602 might also militate against recommendations 

which GAO has made (and recently stressed to the new Secretary) 

to consolidate common overhead services among Army, Navy, Air 

Force, and Marine Corps bases which are within a convenient 

radius, in the interest of eliminating unnecessary personnel and 

costs. We estimate that potential savings of several hundred 

million dollars can be achieved. Unilateral action by individual 

commands to exempt themselves on the grounds of impact on 

military readiness would, we feel, deny these savings. Hence, 

we urge that a review of such a restriction be conducted by 

OMB/OFPP as part of their consideration of the overall contracting 

out policy. 

E. MULTI-YEAR CONTRACTING 
(Sec. 905 of S. 815 and 
Sec. 909 of H.R. 3519) 

One of the mask universally supported ideas for improvement 

in the DOD acquisition process to emerge in recent months is the 

concept of multi-year contracting for weapon systems. In the 

fall of 1980, the House Armed Services Committee conducted 

hearings on the "Ailing Defense Industrial Base." Its findings 

stressed the need for greater incentives for capital investments 
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in new technologies, facilities, and equipment in order to 

increase productivity: and the use of procurement contracts 

which will promote stability and lead to efficiencies and 

savings to the Government. GAO testified before that Committee 

and subsequently before the Bouse and Senate Budget Committees 

on the potential value of multi-year contracts, using annual 

appropriations, but with pre-determined cancellation ceilings 

to recompense the contractor in the event of cancellation prior 

to completion. 

This form of acquisition planning, while long-discussed, has 

rarely been practiced on major systems.* There have been 

numerous relatively small procurements of standard type items and 

services where unit price savings of 10 percent to 2Q .percent 

have been realized. The Procurement Commission in 1972 in its 

Recommendation A-8, and GAO in a major report in 1978,**cited 

these benefits and recommended Congressional action to authorize 

multi-year contracting for all agencies using annual appropria- 

tions, under close oversight by OFPP. One of the key benefits 

was an expected increase in competition. These recommendations 

have never been acted upon and we strongly urge that they be 

included in the unified procurement statute on which OFPP is now 

working. 

* An exception is shipbuilding contracts for which full funding 
is available from the outset. 

**"Federal Agencies Should Be Given General Multi-year Contracting 
Authority for Supplies and Services" PSAD-78-54 Jan. 10, 1978 
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-  -.s issue of how to 21an and realize She massive savincs w 

W,;LiCk a?;ear ?sssible from multi-year contracting fcr wea?cn 

g T-7 5 -; Jfi = .- is a _sroblem of far CZferent n?at?.xe and macnitude. 

12 necessitates program firmness, mission stability, definiteness 

cf _ p;anfitative needs-- so tkat comprehensive ilnalyses caz be 

made by the Government and prospective contractors as to the 

most efficient investments in plant and tooling to accomplish 

the long- term production programs--which may run 5 or more years. 

It also requires identification of the most economic methods of - 

acquiring long lead time components and materials, as well as 

other economies which can result such as from long-range work 

force planning. 

General Slay, former Commander, Air Force Systems Command, 

in his testimony before the House Armed Services Committee, cited . 

preliminary studies of several systems where his estimate of 

savings reached $1.5 billion. He stated that if this method of 

acquisition planning were possible "we could routinely save from 

10 percent to 30 percent of the contract price." 

The Deputy Secretary's acquisiton initiatives reiterated 

these prospective benefits, but also expressed caution that only 

programs which fully qualify after careful screening should be 

candidates for this acquisiton method. To implement his decision, 

the Deputy Secretary, on May 1, issued a significant and compre- 

hensive directive to the military departments, entitled "?oli,cy 

Xemorandum on Multi-Year Procurement," in which he direct: the 
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beginning of multi-year planning in preparing budget submissions 

and justifications for FY 1983 and beyond. He states that when 

conditions appear feasible "requests for proposals for F'Y 1983 

and subsequent year requirements should require both annual 

year and multi-year proposals." 

Under today's statutes such contracting is not feasible for 

three reasons: 

--misting funding statutes preclude multi-year 
procurement of large systems using annual or 
limited-year appropriations, UdeSS speci- - 
fically authorized by law. 

--There is a cancellation ceiling of $5 million 
for multi-year procurement which effectively 
precludes DOD from negotiating such arrange- 
ments for major svstems. (It has been estimated 
that the-ceilin 

9 
on one -aircraft program would 

be over $170 mi lion in the first year.) 

--Thirdly, cancellation ceilings now cover non- 
recurring costs only. Recurring costs should 
be included within this ceiling so as to obtain 
the advantages or long-term procurement of 
materials, parts, and components. 

We fully support the need for Congressional action to over- 

come these obstacles, and have so recommended in recent testimony 

to the Congress and in a report to the Secretary of Defense. The 

question is when and how such statutory reform should be 

accomplished. 

In anticipation of the need for new statutory authority, the 

House and Senate Defense Authorization Bills for FY 1982 each now 

contain a section dealing with various aspects of these matters. 

However, the provisions differ materially, and the technical 

details have become very complex. We have also noted a growing 

concern with the need to proceed with great care to avoid reduced 
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flexibility in adjusting programs to meet changing threats, 

unnecessary risk of costly program cancellation, and 

unrealistic financial risks being tiposed on contractors. If 

such detailed provisions are to be incorporated in a current 

statute, we recommend that a joint OFPP-DOD-GAO drafting team 

assist in framing the provisions. 

We suggest that another-- and perhaps more efficient--solution 

at this time might be simply to declare in the FY 1982 authorization 

bill the intent of Congress to thoroughly assess, in actual practice, 

multi-year contracting for selected major systems, before final 

legislation is designed. Under this approach, the Secretary of 

Defense would be directed to propose contracts for candidate 

systems in the FY 1983 Defense request for authorization of 

appropriations. Eachcandidatecontract proposed would be supported 

by a detailed presentation of the terms (including the cancellation 

ceiling and how it was computed); the benefits in reduced time and 

costs: as well as the risks to the Government xd the contractor. 

Congress could then give case-by-case review to each proposal 

during the regular budget authorization and appropriation process 

for FY 1983 and approve those which it found to be meritorious. 

Based on this exper'ience, and the results reported by DOD. . 

Congress could then-.decide on permanent legislation to govern 

multi-year procurement o-f weapon systems for the future. 
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XeanwhiFe , as 2 separate prefect, OFPP should prepare a - 

TlUL 'ti-vear co3'czac= ing section for She unifoimi ~rocurezen~ 

statute coverinS commodities, supplies, and services--based 

on past studies oi the COGP and GAO, and the experiences of DOE 

and other agencies. The provisions shouid,-aisr cover zulk-yt~r 

leasing and multi-year lease-purchase arrangements. 

CONCLUSION 
- We will continue to work closely with OFPP in the development 

of its report and proposed statute to implement the UPS as required 

bY P.L. 96-83. This concludes our prepared statement. We will 

now be pleased to answer your questions. 




